5 TIPS FOR SELECTING BETTER BUCKET TEETH
Selecting the right bucket teeth and ground engagement tools (G.E.T.)
for your hydraulic excavator bucket or loader bucket can result in big
financial savings and productivity gains from day one. By using teeth that
optimize material penetration, material flow and wear life, your bucket
and machine will deliver greater productivity.

Today, there are new bucket tooth systems that deliver longer wear life, safer
locking systems, and faster changeout times. But select the wrong tooth
brand, style and size, and it will adversely affect your machine’s productivity
and fuel efficiency. Here are 5 tips for selecting better bucket teeth!
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1. Check the manufacturing process
Have you ever come across poorly manufactured teeth and adapters? The market is
flooded with them and the drive for the cheapest price is spawning a generation of
substandard parts that break and wear down far too quickly. The cost is negligible
when comparing premium bucket teeth that last versus cheaper teeth that reduce
machine productivity and fuel efficiency.
To achieve maximum core strength and wear life, GET must be made using good
material and clean accurate moulds for defect free parts. Cast in modern foundries
that are governed by regulated production processes that deliver parts with
accuracy and long-lasting strength. Without good shell making, proper impurity
removal, controlled pouring, and heat furnaces that achieve optimum heat
treatment, you will end up with quality inconsistencies that result in poor tooth quality
performance. You will start seeing teeth that don’t fit adapters properly and internal
composition flaws that cause premature breakages and shorten wear life. Testing
samples can be a quick way to check material quality and performance.
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2. Achieve longer wear life
You really need to know your material type and application very well. The type of
material being excavated or loaded directly impacts the wear life of bucket teeth and
your bottom line. Different materials and working conditions wear down teeth at
different rates, so it is very important to use the right type and size teeth for the
application and machine. There are dedicated tooth profiles for standard
applications like earth and clay, hard applications like limestone and basalt, abrasive
applications like quartz and volcanic stone, and very hard applications like granite
and porphyry.
When loading and handling material, the rule of thumb is to use teeth with a greater
wear surface for a longer service life. But when excavating and trenching, teeth with
a larger wear surface area tend to be less efficient when penetrating hard and
compacted ground. In these hard conditions, it is best to switch to high penetration
and impact teeth for maximum productivity and wear life.
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3. Penetration is key
The amount of surface area that contacts the ground during penetration determines
the efficiency of the tooth. If the tooth has a larger width or a blunt surface area,
more excavator power is needed to penetrate the material, more fuel is used, and
more stress is placed on all machine components.
Penetration teeth are self-sharpening by design, sharpening itself as it wears. To
penetrate tightly compacted ground, rocky or frozen conditions, you will need long
pointed “V” teeth called ‘Spikes’ or ‘Double Spike’ teeth. Others include reinforced
penetration teeth with extra wear material. These tooth profiles enable the bucket to
power through the material with ease while digging and trenching, but because they
have less wear material in them compared to say abrasion teeth, their service life is
shorter. Don’t expect penetration teeth to do clean-up work!
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4. Hold on tight during high impact conditions
Bucket teeth with high impact resistance can withstand penetrating shocks and high
breakout forces. These are best suited for digging and trenching applications when
using an excavator, backhoe or other machine with high breakout force, particularly
in hard rocky conditions and rock quarries.
Getting the material out of the ground quickly is important, but good tooth-adapter
fitment is key to reducing impact stress on the tooth system and bucket. Poor toothadapter fitment creates a huge amount of pressure on the pin which can result in
weakness and instability, ultimately causing fractures or the pin to drop out!
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5. Match the right tooth style to the application
We recommend tooth styles based on the strength of the machine and the assumed
application of the bucket. The general consensus among bucket professionals today
is to think about penetration ability and cycle times, rather than just the cost per
tonne. Why? Okay, let’s say you like the idea of a high-abrasion tooth because it
has a longer wear life. Now let’s consider the increased penetration ability of a highpenetration tooth which has a shorter wear life, but can send more material through
the crusher, making you substantially more revenue on the increased production,
and offsetting the cost of tooth replacement. In this scenario, the high-penetration
tooth would be a better choice than the high-abrasion tooth.
For the best match, please tell us about your particular application. We offer a
complete line of GET & Specialised Wear Parts that meet our strict guidelines for
toughness and durability. The range includes patented tooth systems by Feurst® and
Futura®, as well as our DRP line for Caterpillar®, Esco®, Hensley®, H&L®, Hitachi®,
Komatsu® and Volvo® and more. We deliver spare parts worldwide.
SCHEDULE A CALL
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